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cµAPTER r 
PRESENTArION OF THE PROBLEM 
J:ntroduc tioa 
Will a progr~ qf instruction designed to teach efficient reading 
effectively chan$e the reading ability of non~school adults? If there 
:f,s reading chijng,, wilt the chang~ be :i;ietai,ned beyond te,:mination of the 
program? Do s~ill.s attlil:Lned w;i.. thin. a ;eading program conti,nue to 
increase? This st~dy will try to answer these questions by e~amining 
the change ;Ln te!!t performance by non .. school adults who completed the 
Effective Reading vrograms offered by the Federal Aeronautics Adminis-
tl;."ati,on to its em,,playee$. Two ovel."r;i.ding factors prompt federally 
o;t;'iented age~cies to of;fer etfective reading programs. (1) The inci-
dental reading workloads are more th~n some employees have time to 
accompli~h ~nd still effectively do the job they are hired to do. (2) 
Some jobs require additional reading essential to keeping current within 
the field. An employee's effectiveness is reduced when he can't 
accomplish the ~dcl,itional t~ading <hiring his;work hours. 
The Effective Readin.g program of the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Fed-
eral Aeronautics Administration Center is a continuing service of the 
Training Bran~h of the agency. It has been offered for several years 
and has been ~ta:f;fed cont:i.nuously by members of the Okla.homa State Uni-
versity R~ading Center through the Okl.ahoma State University Extension 
Servi.ce. So far n,o evaluation of the reading service provided })y 
1 
Oklahoma State Uqiversity has been made for the recipients of the 
service. The proposed evaluation should help identify strengths and 
weaknesses of th~ program, and should strengthen professional ties 
between t;h,~ two inst;Ltqt:f,ons. 
Statement of the Problem 
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'I'he s.t.UdY::·p-rC>poses ·to.,ev~ltta'te·:_lhe ·.i1T1111ediat:e .and. lasting e'ffectsnof 
read;Lng development of non•school adults in a course of reading improve-
ment offered to e~ployees of the FAA by the Oklahoma State University 
Reading Center through the Okl.ahoma State Un;Lversity E:x;tensipn Service 
and uqder the directiai of the FAA Training Branch. 
·. l'b~ .. _mai.n q1Jes:t_;i.Qn,s .,,w.iU...,...b,e~d ._,....,Th~if i'rs:t,,q:ues.i:.ion~:cons.ide·~s,, 
reading gains. On tests designed to measure vocabulary, comprehension, 
rate and total reading ability, do immediate reading gains accrue to 
non-school adults who are enrol~ed in a reading improvement program? 
The second questi(Jl, deals with retaining the reading gains. If 
immediate '.'reading gaih~ do :acc:rye, .t,fre these· reading gains retained, by 
nc>'n.;,;s:chool .ad1.frts ove:t, .··dif:ferei;it:t;al:'l'._ ti,ime::.:las.p·e intervals·? .The :third· 
ql.1.~sti:on .. coni;;ide:rs incremental, ~ai.ns of:. the sepaxate reading gro·u·ps. 
Dq ;increm~rttal reading gains·.acci:rtie to ncm~,s-c'ht)ol adults .over di·f.:.. 
feren,tii;i.l.time lapse i.i;-it~rvais? 
":rJie,;ftr~·t~'n.tt'§'.U<tn\~fi.1-1 · be aaked of ea'ch o.;f. _t;he -$:i;X different 
classes of ~eadin~ improvement of the study, On tests designed to 
m~asure vocabulary, co~p~ehension, rate and total reading ability, do 
immediate reading gains accrµe to non~school adults who are enrolled in 
eael\ class of a reading improvement program? To answer the question, 
sub~questio~s to be answered are, in null hypothe~es foI'll!: 
1. There is no sig~ificant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post~one test voQabulary scores for Reading Group One, Reading 
Group Two, Reading Group Three, ~eading Group Four, Reading Group Five 
and Reading Group Six. 
2. There is no significant difference between the mean pre~test 
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and mean post-o~e test comprehension scar.es for Reading Group One, 
Reading Group Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group.Four, Reading Group 
Five and Reading Group Six, 
3, There is no significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test total score scores for Reading Group One, Reading 
Group Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five, 
and Reading Group Six. 
4. There is ~o significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test rate scores for Reading Group One, Reading Group 
Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and 
Reading Group Six, 
The second question will be asked of each of the six different 
classes of reading improvement of the study. On tests designed to meas-
lf:re vocabulary, cqmprehension, rate and total reading abiLity, if innne-
diate reading gains do accrue to ~on-school adults who are enrolled in 
each class of a reading improvement program, are the immediate reading 
gains retained over differential time lapse intervals? To answer the 
question, sub-questions to be answered are, in null hypotheses form: 
1. There is no significant difference of means in retention of 
gains between the ~ean post-one test vocabulary scores and the mean 
post-two test vocabulary scores for Reading Group One, Reading Group 
Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five, and 
Reading Group Si~. 
2 .. , '.'l'here'.is ... n9 stgp.fticant d.ifferer).ce of means in retention of 
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gains between the mean pgst-one test comprehension scores and the mean 
post-two test comprehension, sco:t;"es for Reading Group One, Reading Group 
Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and 
Reading G~ Six. 
~"' 'l'here ·,:i.s .no ~igni'l;:Loant .d,i;fference · of mea,.ns · :Ln ·retention of 
gains between the mean post-one test total score scores and the mean 
post-two test total score scores for R,eadj.ng Group One, Reading Group 
Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and 
Reading Group Six, 
A·. ·?;here ·_is no sign,i;:l;:lcai;lt .di:e.ference of me&ns · ,ln ·retention of ' . ' ,· . . . ' . . . . ) . . .. :. -~ .. , . . . . 
gains between the mean post-one test rate scores and the mean post-two 
test rate scores for Read;i.ng Group One, Reading Group Two, Reading Group 
Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and Reading Group Six. 
'The ·ithird~·que~r°tion will be ae~ed of .. e~ch or::t·he;isix•:~iffere.nt 
classes of reading improvement of the study. On tests designed to 
measure vocabulal:y~ comprehension, rate and total reading ability, do 
incremental reading gains a~crue over differential time lapse intervals 
to non-s"h9ol adults in each class of a reading improvement program? l'o 
answer the question, sµb-questions to be a).').swered are, in null 
hypotheses form; 
:J,, · ':t'h1:r.re '..iiL.no s.igni:t;icia.tl.t: ;i.nqrementU gain, 'difference between the 
mean pre-test vocabulary scores and the mean post~two test vocabulary 
scores for Readin$ Group One, Reading Grqup Two, Reading Group Three, 
Reading Groqp Four, Reading Gro~p Five and Reading Group Six. 
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2. 'l'he;re is no sj,gnificant · incremerttal .gain di~ference·"~·tween 'the 
me~n pr~-test compreoension scores and the mean post-two test compre-
hension scores for Reading Group One, Reading Group Two, Reading Group 
Three, Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and Reading Group Six. 
· 3. There·'.i!:i no stgnificant · imtremental gain difference between:the 
mean pre~test total score scores and the mean post-two test total score 
scores for Reading Group One, Reading Group Two, Reading Group Three, 
Reading Group Four, Reading Group Five and Reading Group Six. 
·_4, Th~re::.is; .ne>.?S.iguifii:.cant '.:hnc:remental gain ,difference',between ·:the 
mean pre-test rate scores and the mean post-two test rate scores for 
Reading Group One, Reading Group Two, Reading Group Three, Reading Group 
Four, Reading Group Fj,ve and Reading Group Six. 
Need for the Study 
. It1 was d;i.hown.];ry R!;l'Y (196.2) that Amettcan co 1 leges: arid';",ui\tvers.fti:~s 
were slow in recognizing the need for reading instruction beyond the 
elementary and secondary levels. Since then, however, reading instruc-
tion offered to adults has accelerated within the college and university 
setting. Simila~ly, ~owever, American colleges and universities have 
been slow in offering reading instruction to institutions outside the 
college and university setting, B~rger (1969). 
.-;--"-· ;--;~~;:.r·:·f~;.<:. 
Si·rt~ t·he 'inclu1:1ion· of rel;iding' has been 'estao1fslied\:w:fthfo ·t·he 
college and university setting, the colleges and universities could ex-
tend their profe&s:i.onal knowhow to the reading instruction of non-school 
a,dqlts. 
The Ol<lahol'!la State Unive-rS.t!;y Reading Center for some ··time through 
the Oklahoma State Univ~~sity Extension Division has provided reading 
. ; ,,~·,., . . -·:)~ .... 
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improvement services to the non .. school adult comili\unity. Yet, no 
comprehensive evaluatiQns as to the benefits accruing to the partici• 
pating agencies h!!lve been attempted, The sponsoring institutions have 
had to be content with aubject:;i.ve evE1.luations of the instructor. 
S1,1hjective eval"uations auch as " .. , .all the students did a good job" 
may be adequE1.te for the particular moment, but that is not empirical 
nor dqes it give any indi.caticm of the lc,ng .. term benefits that may 
accrue to the spcmso;t;ting institutions. There is a qeed for a more 
objective appraisal than "They c!-11 did a good job." 
It is proposed by the researcher that there be an empirical study 
ta evaluate any readi,ng skilh, the retenti1;m of any reading skills, and 
the continued increase of any reading skills gained by students of 
Effective Reading courses at the Federal Aeronautics Administration 
Center of Oldahoµia City: during the several reading courses offered over 
a period of 19 ~onths. 
Definitions of Terms 
Cla·ss; Ar;iy gl;'oµp of students assigned to an Effe·ctive Reading 
program within a six .. week period . 
. qompl1.a:tp::in .. ,g! C~u:rse: For .purposes· o:I; th'e stu1dy, · only th0se 
students that c~mplet;eq seven or more of the twelve scheduled sessions 
and those ~tqdents who took the post-one test of the appropriate Nelson-
Denny Rea.din,~ 'l'est were ei;,nsidered to have completed the coµrse . 
. cc.i;vrse: The com~letet1 program of; :study prese1ite~d · by the ·ins truct·or 
f,:,om the Oklahpma State Univers~ty Reading Center, 
th(;! ~e¥it1ning of each' Effective Reading course. 
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Post-one t~st: Th,e :Nelson-Dentiy Reading Test administeredat the 
finish of each Effective Reading Q01,u:se. 'l'he symbol Pl will be used to 
designate the test, 
Post-.!?2, test: The Nels01;1..,..Denny ~eading ~ administered as the 
retest fo:i:;- all,. subjects after the differential time lapses·of each 
reading group. The.same form of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test was used 
for post';tWO·test .as w~s used for the pre-test. The symbol P2 will be 
used to designate the test. 
Reading GfOUE? ~: This term :refers to the class that met from 
September 29, 1970 to November 4, 1970. It will be designated Group 1. 
Reading Group Two: This term refers to the class that met from 
November 13, 1970 to December 21, 1970, It will be designated Group 2. 
Reading Group ... Three: This term re:l;ers to the class · that met from 
February 1, 1971 to March 15, 1971. It will .be designated Group 3. 
Reading GrQU)2 Four: This term refers to the class that met from 
April 12, 1971 to May 19, 197.l,. It wiP. be designated Group 4. 
R.eµding Grou;ell'ive: This term refers to the class that met from 
September 20, ;l.971 to Noveµtber 10, 1971. It will be designated Group 5. 
Readin~ Groµp Six~- This term refers to the class that met from 
Jat1.1,1ary 24, l972 to March 6,.1972. It will be designated Group 6. 
Effective Reading: The name of the reading improvement course 
off~red by the Federi:il Aeronautics Administration to its employees. 
Federal.Aeronauti<;i.s Administration: The Center at Oklahoma City, 
•. 
Oklahoma, that is c~arged with the care and.administration of air travel 
under the United ~tates Department of Transportation. The abbreviation 
FAA will. be used to designate the Center. 
Gains: Gains r,rers to any read.ing changes in vocabulary, 
~
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comprehension, tot~l score and rate of reading made during the Effective 
Reading courlile, and the gaip.a will bE: measured by the mean difference 
between th~ pre-test N,e\s9n-Deng.y Reading Test and the po~t-one Nelson-
Denny Beading Test. 
R~tention gt Gains: Retention of gains refers to the measured 
performance on the reading test of the student after a period of time 
has elapsed since completicn of the course, and is determined by 
compat;l,ng mean differences of the·post-one Nelson-Denny Reading~ 
and the post .. twa Nds~n ... l)enny Re~ding T.est. 
In£rem~ntal Gains: Incremental gains refers to any reading changes 
:tn vocabular;>7, compll:'ehension, tqtd score and rate of reading made 
during and after the Effective Readiqg course, and the incremental 
gains will be measured l>y the mean difference between the pre-test and 
the post-two Nelson,.l)en,n:( R.!z:adi~g T~s.t, 
Ddin1itations 
Scope of the Stud;x 
,.,. ';. ,, ' '. ' 
This study will analyze the results of reading tests of six differ-
ent c\asses of Effec:t:i.ve Reading inst;ructi,on at the FAA Center, Oklahoma 
City, Okhhoma,. Each class had twelve two-hC)ur sessions over a period 
of six consecut:i..ve weeks, for a total Qf 24 hours of reading instruc• 
t';i,·on;· ~he c~ass.,sess·ions were:held at the FAA Center from 1,30 p.m. 
t.q.13:30 p.m~ o.n Mon.days anc;l Wednesdays. 
This stµ,dy, furthe~, will ana].yze the reading gains as measured by 
the post .. one Ndson·Denn2 Re,ading l'est at the end of the reading course, 
ln additli,on, a comparison of the post-one test and the post..-two test 
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results will be made to determine any retention of gains. The same form 
·of the·Nelson ... ~enni ReaditJ,g Test was used by·each subject for the post-
two test·as wai; used for the pre ... test. 
The study also,will analyze the incremental reading gains as 
detel;'lllined by compa~ing in:L~ial results of the subtests of the Nelson-
Dennx .Readins Test pre .. test to the final results of the subtests of the 
Nelson-Dennx Reading .Test p~st-two test. 
The students within each session were assigned at the request of 
the individual's supervisor and the Training Branch of the FAA. No 
more than twenty,,..five students init:i,ally were ass:Lgned to any class. 
The num~er·of students that successfully completed the reading 
ceul;'se and that still are employed at the FAA Center are those-who were 
·administered. the post-two Nelaon,-Denny Reading~' with·the exception 
of those students whpse duties prevented their taking the post .. two test. 
The post•two test was given in three separate sessions: on Monday 17, 
Weq.nesday i9, and Friday 21 of April, 1972. The post-two test was 
administered. at the FAA facility in Oklahoma City. 
Limitations .. (l)f th,e Stud};': 
This study did not attempt to control the students that were 
enrolled in each class. The Training Branch personnel selected and 
assigned enrpllees to the Effective Reading Classes as requests were 
made by d:&v;Lsion chieh, Any employe<:! <:>f the FAA Center was eligible 
for th.<:! Effect:(.ve Reading classes. llowevel;', the enrollees met one or 
more of these general requirements set by the Training Branch as 
Standards for Selection: 1, Any employee whose job requires more 
essential reading than he has time for; 2. Any employee with a reading 
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problem;). Anyone whose reading workload is four hours or more per day 
and who desires to improve his reading efficiency. 
The objectives of the ~ffective Reading course were established by 
the FAA Training Branch, The objectives were (1) to develop greater 
versatility so thqt employees could read effectively for a wide variety 
of purposes; (2) to impr~ve the level and speed of reading comprehension 
in informational reading, study reading, and scanning. The methods and 
the materials used to accomplish these objectives were left to the 
option of the instructQr. 
Those who did not take the post-one test were dropped from con-
sideration in the study. Three of those students who finished the 
course of study were not available to take the post-one test. The gains 
that· each class made were established statistically after the post-one 
test adjustments had been made, 
Assumptions 
1., The reading t.est (Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Fprm ~) used in 
the Effective Reading testing is a reliable and valid measurement of 
the reading ability of the student~ enrolled in the course. 
2, °The ;reading test (Nelson-Denny Reading~' Form~) used in 
the Effective Reading testing is a reliable and valid measurement of 
the reading ability of t~e students enrolled in the course. 
3. Tqe reading test fotm used for the post-two test (forms of the 
Nelson-Denny Reading Test appropriate to the group tested) is a reliable 
and vali4· measure of reading performance and therefore can be used to 
determine signi~icance of retention of gains. 
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4. The sall'lple of students within the Effective Reading classes is 
representative of employees of the FAA Center who need to improve the 
effectiveness of their reading and can be used in the evaluation of the 
Effective Reading program. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter I has given an introduction to the problem to be studied. 
It has included the need for the study, the statement of the problem, 
the delimitations of the study, and the definition of terms used in the 
study along with the assumptions made on the study. 
Chapter II will present a review of the literature as it pertains 
to the hypptqeses being tested. 
Chapter III will describe the·population used, the program being 
evaluated, the tests used to measure reading achievement, and the 
statistical methods used to test the significance of any change in 
read~ng performance. 
Chapter IV will c~ntain a statistical analysis of the data. This 
chapter wiil indicate the degree to which the hypotheses are found to 
be correct within recognized limitations. 
Chapter V will present a qi~cussion of the results of this study 
and w11i include recollltnendations regarding future studies in this area. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
~ntroduction 
Tp.e review of the literature of the study is limited to research 
designed to report the resulting immediate and retained gains of 
non~sohool reading improvement endeavors. These program areas will be 
.considered. 
(1) Those non-school adult reading improvement programs that 
report immediate gains and that are operateq by government and indus-
trial organi,zation for the benefit of the specific members. 
(2) Those non-school adult reading improvement programs that re-
port retained gains and that are operated by government and industrial 
organizations for the ~epefit of their specific members. 
The Immediate Gains Among Government and Industrial 
Organizations Resulting From Non-School 
Adult Reading Improvement Programs 
Manr studies have been reported in the literature concerning 
immediate readin~ gains to adults within the college or university 
setting. HQwever, relatively few studies have dealt with adult reading 
improvement outside educational institutions; that is, within 
governmental and industrial institutions, 
12 
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Holmes (1953) reported on~ pro~ram where 15 executives of the 
Standard Oil Company. of Ohio participated in a 12~week reading program. 
The sessions ran l~ hours on~e a week. Standardized improvement was 
measured by The ~peed$ Comerehsnsion Test, Part I of the Van Wagenen-
Dvorak Oiagp.ostic Examii:tation . 2.!, sqent :geading Abilities, and by both 
forms of the.Minqesota SpeErd .2ii Readit1;g Test by Eurich. 
The mean reading rate gain was 160 words per minute, from 198 to 
358 words per minute. The null hypothesis to test the significance of 
the gain was the population mean difference is really zero and therefore 
observed difference of 160 is due to chance fluctuations in sampling. 
For 11 degrees of freedom, the 1 value was 4.60, which rejected the null 
hypothesis, exceeding ~he ,01 level of confidence. 
Cardwell (1955) reported on the reading improvement of a group of 
men from Lynchburg Foundry in Radford 1 Virginia. After pre-testing, a 
~4 hour read~ns improvement program was given. The pre-test mean rate 
was ~97 words per minute. The post-test mean rate was 417 words per 
minute, a mean increase of 220 words per minute. The pre-test mean corn-
prehensiqn was 70 percent, The post~test mean comprehension was 88.75 
percent, a mean increase of 18.75 percent. Both reading rate gains and 
com.prehensiop. gains were significant at the ,01 level of confidence. 
Thompson (1956) reported a study on two different methods of 
teaching reading improvement. At the Air Command and Staff School, Air 
UQ.iversity, 4;38 off;icerfil were phced randomly and equally in two exper- · 
imental groups and one control group. The experimental groups met for 
one hour, three times a week, for seven weeks. Both methods showed that 
each e;itperitnental condition produced significant gains at the .01 
level of confidence for rate~ put that comprehension gain,s ,were not 
j 
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significant for either group. The control group did not meet, but was 
tested on the pre .. test and the post-test with the experimental group. 
The control group had no significant gains. 
Witty, Stolarz, and Cooper (1959) reported on a study where 24 men 
in a Traffic Police Administration Training Program at Northwestern 
University were given reading instruction. Classes met for a two .. hour 
period each week for six weeks. Gains were evaluated by pre-testing 
with !£!m Am of the ~ Silent Reading ~' and either Form Cm or Dm 
was the post•test. A mean rate increase of 15 standard-score points was 
achieved on the Iowa Teste which was significant at the .01 level of 
confidence. Th"1 greatest gain was in rate of reading with "some" gain 
in comprehension. II despite increased speed, the fact that these 
men improved their scores in comprehension indicates that they probably 
made general improvement." 
Carrillo (1959) reported a study in which 15 adults attended 
evening classes at Long Beach City College. One evening a week for one 
semester a two-hour course was offered. Educational background of the 
subjects varied from thirq grade through two years of college. Occupa-
tions represented were minister, professional boxer, aircraft plant 
supervisor, bµtcher, secretary, and housewife. No selection was at-
tempted previous to the course, and all who indicated interest were 
accepted. Four members could not read, these were treated separately. 
The median reading level of the remainder of the group was 9.0 ac-
cording to the norms of the test. The pre-test was the Iowa Silent 
Reading Test_, Advanced, Form Am~ the post-test was the~ Silent 
Reading Test, Advanced, Form Cm. Fifteen of the total group present 
during most of the semester took both the pre-test and th~ post-test. 
, 
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The adults improved in mean standard scores as follows: Word 
Meaning, 171.33 to 191.73; Comprehension, 165.33 to 180.13, and Rate, 
167.07 to 209.33. The improvement was statistically significant at .01 
for Word Meaning; at .05 for Comprehension, and at .01 for Rate. 
A series of Air Force classes covered in a study by Brim (1968) 
showed rate gains significant at the .01 level of confidence, with no 
significant comprehension losses when using a combination of teaching 
methods. The purpose of the program was to influence reading speed and 
comprehension. 
The program was made of 26 one-hour sessions using a specially 
designed projector. Twelve separate groups of 16 subjects each were 
used over a period of one year. The evaluation of the program was made 
during the second year the reading program was presented, The subjects 
were primarily Air Force retrainees, though some permanent personnel 
were included. Pre-test and post-test scores were used from the 
Perceptual Development Laboratories' battery of tests consisting of 
2000-word articles followed by 10-item multiple choice tests. The 
results reported were based on total words read per minute, percentage 
of words comprehended per minute, and total words read and comprehended 
per minute, 
Each of the 12 gro~ps showed a significant gain in rate significant 
at the .01 level of confidence, (! = .01 level) without a significant 
loss of comprehension. Comprehension was based on the percent of words 
comprehended of the total number read per minute. The magnitude of 
increase in reading comprehension from pre-test to post-test appeared to 
be fairly constant, suggesting that groups with low initial achievement 
gained at a rate consistent with groups with high initial achievement. 
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Harden, Bray, Ford (1969) reported on a study of a reading program 
for managers in the Quaker Oat Company. Reading rate increased 
significant at the .01 level, while comprehension remained the same. 
The mean gain for reading rate was 268 words per minute. The control 
group show!:!d a decrease iq the reading rate, but some increase in 
comprehension. The writers thought·that comprehension increased for 
the control group because of practice effect from the pre-test to the 
post-test while nothin~ happened in tl:le 12-week interim to contaminate 
it. 
The Retaii;i.ed.Ga:f,ns Among Government and Industrial 
Organizations Resulting From Non-School 
Adult Reading Improvement Programs 
Potter (1954) reported on a study conducted at the U.S. Naval 
Academy. An e~perimental group and a control group of 161 students 
each were selected. Using the United States Naval Academy norms, all 
·stu9ent1;1 in both groups had rate of reading scores below the 40th 
percentile. Their vocabulary score was at least at the SOth percentile, 
and their comprehimsion was at least at the 30th percentile on the 
Diagnostic Readi_ng Tests. The groups were comparable in regard to rate 
of reading, but the experimental group had significantly higher 
vocabulary and comprehension scores. Twenty periods of training were 
given the e~perimental group. Parallel forms of the Survey Section of 
the Diagnostic Reading Tests were given to both groups inunediately after .. ~
training and again five months later. Gains in reading rate by the 
experimental group during training were significantly greater than those 
gaj,ns 11".F...de by the control group. Five months later, the experimental 
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group still read at a significantly greater rate. The pre-test, post-
test, and retest rate of reading scores of the experimental group were 
261.5, 430.9, and 370 words per minute. For the control group, the 
corresponding scores were 261.5, 323.1, and 281 words per minute. 
Kallen and Kyser (1956) in a report of the Bureau of Ships, Navy 
Departmept, reported on a 28-hour, seven-week course of reading 
improvement for Nav:r officers and civilians, Pre-tests were given to 
87 subjects at the beginning of the training sessions, at the end of 
the training sessions, and one after the sessions were ended. The 
Robinson-Hall Silent Reading History~ was given to 73, while 14 
took a Science Research Associates reading test as the post-test. 
A control group received no reading training, but were pre-tested then 
post~tested one year later. Results reported were: the training group 
increased from 230.56 words per minute to 322.36 words per minute, a 
gain of 91. 79 words per minute, significant at the • 01 level of 
confidence. One year later the training group had retained much of the 
gain, 296.34 words per minute, a :retained increase of 65.78 words per • 
mbiute. On comprehension there was no significant change. The control 
group did not achieve a significant increase in reading speed, either 
at the end of the course or one year later. The authors concluded that 
both service and civilian personnel may benefit about equally in a 
course of reading improvement. 
Sununary 
This chapter has been a review of the literature pertaining to 
immediate reading gai~s as the result of having been in a reading 
improvement progri;im, and a review of the literature pertaining to 
retention of reading gains over a period of lapsed time after the 
termination of reading prog;rams. 
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There were seven studies cited that dealt with immediate reading 
gains. Reading rate gains in all seven studies were significant at .01 
level of confidence. One of these studies mentioned that reading rate 
gains continued to increase beyond the termination of the reading 
program. Comprehension gains for two of these seven studies were 
significant, one at the .05 level of confidence and one at the .01 level 
of confidence. One study reported comprehension gains as "not signifi·,.,1,11~, 
cant)'' ·one· repo:rtel;i' Cbtnprehension gains as the II same, 11 one reported com-
p·r·eh!en·s:iofi gains ·•t1t'.some" and another said comprehension showed "no 
significant lo1;1s." 
Only one study of immediate gains reported any vocabulary results. 
It indicated that vocabulary gains were significant at the .01 level of 
confidence. 
All seven imrqediate gains studies indicated that rate of reading 
improved. Comprehension improved or was maintained in six studies, 
and only one study reported that vocabulary increased. 
From these results it would appear that rate of reading is the 
easiest to improve of the three reading skills mentioned. When 
comprehension was included in a study, the comprehension gains seemed 
to be consistent. In these studies reported, vocabulary appeared to be 
the most resistent to immediate change. 
Two·of the studies cited de.alt with retention of reading gains. 
One study reported that reading rate was significantly higher for the 
experimental group than for the control group at the termination of the 
reading program, and after the lapse of five months, the reading rate 
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showed i;-etention of gains still significantly greater than the reading 
rate of the control group. One other study reported that reading rate 
gains were significant at the .01 level of confidence. After one year's 
lapsed time, there was good retention of the rate gains, but the gain 
above the initial rate was no longer statistically significant, Com-
prehension level was not reported for the initial testing, but one year 
later, while testing for retention of gains, comprehension was reported 
as having made "no significant change." 
From these two studies of results of retention of reading skill 
gains, it appe,rs that reading rate gains are the most tenacious of the 
reading skills reported. Both the studies showed significant gains in 
reading rate, and both the studies showed a degree of retention of 
those gains. In the one study that reported on retention of gains for 
comprehension, those gains showed a degree of permanency. 
CHAPTER III 
PERSONNEL AND PROCEDU.RES 
Introduction 
This chapter will describe the Effective Reading program at the 
Federal Aeronautics Administration Center at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 
Further, it will. describe the population of the study, the tests used to 
measure reading performance and the statistical methods used to test the 
significance of any change in reading performance, 
The Effective Reading Program 
The Effective Reading program at the Federal Aeronautics Adminis-
tration Center in Oklahoma,City consists of 24 clock hours of testing 
and instru~tion. 
Twelve two-hour sessions were conducted on Monday and Wednesday 
afternoons from 1:30 to 3:30. Appro~imately one hour of the first 
session was used. to orient the students to the emphases of .the program 
and to acquaint students with the individual bookkeeping of the course. 
One hour was used for the administration of the Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test for placement of individual readers. One hour was used during the 
~
last session to recapitulate the session's emphases and one hour was 




During the first hour of the first session, the instructor re-
quested that subjects bring a representative sample of the kinds of 
reading that they were required to read in the position they held at 
the FAA Center. The instructor grouped similar kinds of reading ma-
terial together and during the last hour of the third session he held 
conferences with supjects who had similar reading material. Within the 
conferences an attempt was made to ascertain each individual's reading 
load and level of reading difficulty. Suggestions were made to the 
individual subject that might help lighten his reading load. 
The first hour of the second session was used to explain results 
of the Nelson .. Denny Reading Test to the subjects. Suggestions were 
made by the instructor of ways the individual subject would benefit 
most from the program according to test results. Vocabulary building 
and comprehension materials were displayed and the uses were explained. 
Relative to the set purposes of the courses, as given in Chapter I, 
the.Effective Reading program was designed to develop versatility and 
to improve the level and speed of comprehension in informational 
reading, study reading, and scanning. Material aids to implement the 
program were: 
A. The Controlled Reader which projects an image of material to be 
read on a screen and can be pre-set for the desired speed for pacing. 
B. Science Rei;;earch Associates College Reading Program One 
material was used to practice reading skills that were learned during 
the Controlled Reader sessions. 
C. Vocabulary building and comprehension books from the Oklahoma 
State University Reading Center were used by the subjects on a voluntary 
check~out basis. 
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The·primary emphasis of the.program, commensurate with the purposes 
of the program, was improveme~t 'of the subject's.rate.of reading, while 
the initial comprehension level was maintained or improved, The SQ3R 
technique described by Robinson·(l962) was expla::i,ned in lecture sessions 
and.the technique.was used during the reading sessions. 
The Popula:tion 
Twenty to 25 enr,ollees were in each class,· There was.an initial 
total of 135 enrollees in the sb;. sections, and a total of 131 finished 
the courses, 
In rescqeduling ·for administration of the post-two test; 114 were 
scheduled to take the test, Seventeen others who finished the courses 
were not.rescheduled to take the post-two test,. Reasons for their not 
being rescheduled to take the post7 two test were varied, but mostly 
attrition and transferrals were the factors. Immediate business 
prevented 20 who had been.rescheduled from taking the post""'.two test, A 
total of 94 was tested on·the post-two test, (see Table I), 
The population for the six groups of the study was selected by the. 
Training Branch directors dul;'ing the,cour'se of the 19 months as the 
reading classes were scheduled, The groups were composed of the 
following. 
Immediate Gains: Table I shows the .. composition of the combined 
groups according to the '£AA division in which tl:ie subjects work, The 
individual groups will be considered separately in determining each 
group's immediate gains (Pre-Pl). 
Retention.£! Gains: Table I shows, concurrently, the composition 
of the combined groups as considered for retention of gains and 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF- EFFECTIVE" READING ~GROUPS BY. FAA DlVT:SION··AND-·sem~f>'tftEB~·eI,As&·,-TfflB· 
. ~- . ~ ·~· 
Group 1 Group . 2 . Group 3 Group 4 . Grottp 3 .- Group . 6 · 
9....;29"'-70 11-13.;.70 2- 1.:..71 4-12-71 • 9...,2()..:71 1-24..;.72 
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incremental gains. The individual groups will be considered separately 
in.determin:l,ng each group's retention gains and incremental gains 
(retention, .. Pl-P2; incremental, Pre-P2). 
Instrument Used in.Study 
The·.~elson.~Diann.y Re~dins .. Test_ (Form!_ and Form_·B), was used in.this·. 
stuc;ly for the following .reasons:.. (1)· it is th,e mea.suring devic~ used 
with stu~ente in tbe O\tlahoma S~a1:e University Reading Improvement'PrQ"" 
gram, (~) the tests were ·standat"di21ed using a large sample, .and (3) the 
total ·correlation for these tests is .92 which sign:i,fies a high 
reliability betweenE2!!!!.A and Form.! of the test. 
TheNelson..-Denny Reading ~.was revised by James I, Brown~ Uni-
versity of .Minnesota, ·and was published in 1960 by Houghton Mifflin 
Company, The test consists of 100 vocabulary items, 36 comprehension 
items .with Qne·longer passage designed to measure.rate.of reading, 
The normative pop.ulation .of the revised form. of the Nelson.,..Denny 
Reading Test included·a t;o'l;:al ,of 7497 su~jects in .. grades·l3, 14, 15 and 
16 who wet"e ent"olleci·in,Junior Colleges, Universit:l,.es, Libei::al Arts 
Colleges, Technical Schqols, and Stat~ Teachers Colleges selected from 
all .sections .of the United StateE:1, 
The mean validity index-for Form A is 47,5 and for Form Bis 47.4, · ~- ~ ..... ' 
Garrett (1958) st.ates that ''. • • items with _validity indices of , .20 or 
more are regarded as satisfactory." In Form A .. (revised) and Form B -- . -----
(revised) al1 items, with valiclity :i,ndices below .31 were discarded. · 
To meaeure the ·cons.istency, or reliability, of the Nelson.-Denny 
Reading Test the equ:i,.yalent form metho(l. was.used, This is particularly 
··.·,,·~ 
appropriate since this test .util:1,.ze$ speed ae a f acto.r. The reliability 
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coefficient for vocabulary is .93, for comprehension .81, for total ,92, 
for rate (initial). .93, and for rate (after training) ,82. These re-
... 
liability cqefficie~ts are sufficiently high to indicate,a rather high 
reliability between the 1 revised forms of the Nelson-Denny,Reading !!!.1:,, 
Form,! of the Nelson~Denny.Rea~ing Test _was administered to four of 
tQ.e sample populations before tr.aining to determine the initial .. perform.-. 
ance,level, ai;id Fol;'m ! was administered to two of the sample populations 
before training to determine the initial performance level, Alternate 
forms were administered to the sample populations af~er training to 
measure growtQ. in reading performance, The· test form initially used as · 
the pre-test was administere<;l to the · sample popula·tion as the post":"'two · 
test, Results of ·the post-two test were used to measure residual effects 
of the course after lapsed time of 19, 17, 15, 12, seven and three months 
after. completion of., the course, 
Statistical Design 
The·statistical methoq. selected for tel3ting the significance of the. 
change·in,reading performance was the,!_ test of difference between means· 
of.two col;'related samples, 
The data,collectec;J. for this study was.from.a representative sample 
of adult employees working at the FAA Center inOklahoma City. The 
method of selection of the subjects for the Effective Reading course 
from all divisions within.the FAA Center allows rari.domness within the 
limitat:(.ons of the population fJ;'e>m which.the sample was.drawn, 
The.!:. test used :i,n the,study to test the hypotheses dealing with 
inu;nediate,gains, retained gains, and incremental gains is.the test de-
scribed by Tate (1963), Runyon.and Haber (1967) and Bruning and Kintz. 
(1968) as the! test of difference·between means of two correlated· 
samples,. and was calculated using the , following formula: 
t • 
x - y 
,/ 2· 
I:02 - ~ 
N(N ;.. 1) 
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in which Dis t~e difference score between each X and Y.pair, X - Y· is 
the mean difference, ED2 is the sum of the differences squared, (ED) 2 is 
the sum of.the difference squared, and N is the number of pairs of 
sco;-es. 
Using this formula it is unnecessary to test for homogeneity of 
variance, since, as stated by Tate (1965), "The only assumption needed 
to validate the procedure is that the.sample of differences is randomly 
taken from a.normal population of differences," 
Out of comp,arisons of. 72 pairs of scores to find the F ratio to 
determine homogeneity of varian~e, only four comparisons·were found to 
be significant, Therefore, in a great majority of comparisons; homo~. 
geneity of variances was obtained. One of the assumptiona, for the use 
of the t distributions is "Both samples are drawn from populations whose 
variances are.equal, , referred to as homogeneity o~ variance." The 
cases where homogeneity of variances were not found probably will not 
affect g1;eatly any interpretations.made. ". , , failure to·find homo-
geneity of.variance will probably not seriously affect our interpreta-
tions, '' "If anything, a significant difference· in variances • ·, • has 
lowered the likelihood of rejecting the null hypothesis," (Runyon.and 
Haber). 
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Raw score data.was used for all portions of the study. The compu-
tations.were based on the distribution of differences of performance 
between the pre-test, the post~one test, and the post-two test. 
The 1 test of correlated means was used to test the hypotheses 
dealing with immediate gains, the retained gains, and the incremental 
gains of the several groups. 
Summary 
This chapter has described the Effective Reading program presented 
by the Federal Aeronautics Administration Center of Oklahoma City and 
staffed by the.Oklahoma State University Reading Center through the 
services of the Oklahoma State University Extension Service. It has 
described the sample selected for the study, the tests used to measure 
reading performance and the statistical methods used to test the 
significance of any change in reading performance. 
The·sample was made up of non~school adults working for a civilian 
governmental installation and represents a cross-section selection of 
the personnel. Almost 63 percent of the subjects who initially were· 
pre-tested on the Nelson-D~nnyReading .'.!!.!E.. also were retested with the 
post-two administration of the Nelson-:-Denny Reading Test. A mean of 
21.6 clock hours of a possible 24 was registered by each reading group's 
members who took the post~two test. 
The measuring instrument was the revised Nelson~Denny Reading Test 
(Form A and Form.]~.), which was chosen because (1) it is the measuring 
instrument used in the .Oklahoma.State University College Reading Im-
provement Program for College Students and Other Adults, (2) the tests 
were standardized.1,1sing a large sample, and (3) the total correlation 
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fo~ these tests is .92 which signifies reliability between.~! and 
Form B of the test. ---
The stat~stical method was the!_ test of correlated means and was. 
calculated from scores obtained in a pre-test, post-one test and a post-
two test. The results were .. 'l,1s.ed. to determine any change. due to being 
enrolled in.an Ef;ective Reading improvemen~ program. Additiortally, the 
results were used to determine residual and incremental effects of the 
course over,differential time lapse intervalsi 
CHAPTER IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
The following chap(:er is composed of a detailed account of the 
statistica,l treatmen,t:; of the data and the analysis of the results. This 
chapter will indieate the degree to which the hypotheses are found to be 
tenable within, reqo~nized limitations. 
The data will be discussed under the following headings: (1) the 
immediate gains fol;'• all reading groups resulting from the Effective 
Reading improvement program, (2) the retention of gains of all reading 
groups resulting from the Effective Reading improvement program, and (3) 
incremental gains of all reading groups resulting from the Effective 
Reading improvement program~ 
"" 
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The Immediate Gains of All Reading Groups Resulting 
;,!·; 
From the Effective Reading Improvement Program 
The·mean pre-test scores, the mean post-one test scores, the mean 
difference, the! values, the degre~s of freedom, and the levels of 
significance between the pre-test scores and the post-one test scores 
on vocabulary for all groups are presented in Table II. 
TABLE II 
READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-ONE TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY VOCABULARY SUBTEST 
Pre- •' Post-One 
Test Test Mean 













**Significant beyond .01 level. 
***Significant beyond .001 level. 
1.31 0.7666 
10. 72 5. 2333-/r** 
8.14 3.5349** 










Tabulated! for a two-tailed test at .05 for the following degrees 
of freedom is: 15 df, 2.131; 10 df, 2.228; 14 df, 2.145; 16 df, 
2.120, and 18 df, 2,101. These degrees of freedom will be used in 
Tables Ir' through XIII. 
Null hypotheses for immediate gains for vocabulary can be rejected 
on.the basis of evidence presented in Table II for Groups 2, 3, 5 and 6. 
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'Ihe mean PJ.'e..,.test !:!Cores, the mean post•one test scores, the mean 
difference, the t values, and the levels of significance between the - . 
pre-test scores and the post~one test scores on comprehension for all 
groups are· presented in Table III. 
TABLE III 
READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY CCMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-ONE TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY COMPREHENSION SUBTEST 
Pre .. Post-One 
Test Test Mean 













*Significant beyond .05 level. 














The null hypotheses regarding immediate gains for comprehension can 
be rejected ~n the basis of the evidence presented in Table III for 
Groups 5 and 6. 
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The mean pre-test scores, the mean post-one test scores, the mean 
difference, the! values, and the levels of significance between the 
pre-test scotes and the post-one test scores on total score for all 









READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-ONE TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY TOTAL SCORE SCORES 
Pre- Post-One 
Test Test Mean 
Mean Mean Difference 
87 .69 88.75 1.06 
85.09 100.36 15.27 
86.33 98.87 12.54 
88.53 91.41 2.88 
82.32 95.63 13.31 
79.88 93.44 13.56 
**Significant beyond .01 level. 








The null hypotheses regarding immediate gains for total score can 
be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented'in Table IV for 
Groups 2, 3, 5 and 6, 
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The mean pre-test scores, the mean post-one test scores, the mean 
difference, the ! values, and the levels of significance between tile 
pre-test scol;'es and the post"'one test scores on rate for all groups are 









READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-ONE TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY RATE SUBTEST 
Pre- Post-One 
Test Test Mean 
Mean Mean Difference 
233.13 428.31 195.18 
282.09 417.82 135.73 
282.93 398.80 115. 87 
279.82 380.12 100.-30 
259.05 368.63 109.58 
272.50 434.19 161. 69 








The J:).ull hypoth~ses regarding {mmedfate gains for readi.ng rate can 
be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table V for Groups 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
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The Retention of Gains of All Reading Groups Resulting 
From the Effective Reading Improvement Program 
The pre-test to post-one test! values of gains, the mean post-one 
test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean difference, the t 
values, and the levels of significance between the post-one test scores 
and the post-two test scores on vocabulary for all groups are presented 
in Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
RETENTION OF READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF POST-ONE TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY VOCABULARY SUBTEST 
! value Time . Pl P2 
Gains Lapse Test Test Mean 
Group (Pre-Pl,) Manths Mean Mean Difference ! value 
1 0.7666 19 45.50 55.63 9.13 5, 7 532-lr** 
2 5.2333*** 17 57.45 54.82 2.63 1. 2913 t 
3 3.5349** 15 56.07 50.07 6.00 4.6476*** 
4 1.8851 12 49.65 50.94 1. 29 0.9706t 
5 3.8644** 7 53~68 53.32 0.36 0.229lt 
6 5.4849*** 3 50.56 52.44 1.88 1.0443 t 
**Significant beyond . 01 level. 
***Significant beyond . 001 level. 
tsignificc;1.nt retention of gain. 
(G) = Gains; (L) = Loss. 
(G) 
(L) 
The null hypotheses regarding retention of gains for vocabulary can 
not be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table VI for 
Groups 2, 4, 5 and 6. 
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The null hypotheses regarding retention of gains for vocabulary can 
be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table VI for Groups 
1 and 3. 
Table VI, further, indicates significant retention of vocabulary 
gains for Groups 2, 4, 5 and 6. 
Table VI also indicated an observed gain for vocabulary for Group 1 
after 19 months, and indicates an observed loss of gains for vocabulary 
for Group 3 after 15 months. 
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The pre-test to post~one test! values of gains, the mean post-one 
test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean difference, the 
! values, and the levels of significance between the post-one test 
scores and the post-two test scores on·comprehension for all groups are 
presented in Table VII. 
TABLE VII 
RETENTION OF READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF POST-ONE TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY COMPREHENSION SUBTEST 
! value ~ime Pl P2 
Gains La,pse Test Test Mean 







1.2950 19 42,25 
2.1550 17 43.82 
1.3302 15 42.80 
0,0537 12 41.76 
2.2507 7 41. 89 
3.4903** 3 43.00 
*Significant beyond .05 level. 
**Significant beyond ,01 level. 
tsignificant retention of gain. 
43.25 1.00 0.4564t 
43.27 0.55 0.2063t 
43.07 0.27 0. 0716 t 
44.53 2. 77 1. 2368 t 
41. 26 0.63 0.4213 t 
45.63 2.63 1. 3853 t 
The null hypotheses·regarding·retention of gains for comprehension 
can not be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table VII 
for Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Table VII, further, indicates a significant retention of gains in 
comprehension after 19, 17, 15, 12, seven and three months. 
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The pre-test to post•one test! values of gains, the mean post-one 
test scores, the mean post-two tei;t scores, the mean difference, the! 
values, an,d the leveh of significance between the post-one test scores 
and the post-two test scores on total score for all groups are presented 
in l'able VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
RETENTION OF READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF POSl'-ONE TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY l'OTAL SCORE SCORES 
! value Time Pl P2 
Gains Lapse Test Test Mean 
Group (Pre ... Pl) Months Mean Mean Difference ! value 
1 0.3644 19 88.75 98.88 10.13 3 .4428'lb'c 
2 5.4177*** 17 100.36 98.09 2.27 0.7370t 
3 3.3073** 15 98.87 93.13 5.74 l.4074t 
4 1.1761 12 91.41 95.47 4.06 1.4354 t 
5 4.1683*** 7 95.63 94.53 1.10 0.6451t 
6 5. 53 70'1(')'(* 3 93.44 98.06 4.62 1. 5787t 
**Significant beyond .01 level. 
***Significant beyond .001 level. 
tsignificant retention of gain. 
The null hypotheses regarding retention of gains for total score 
can not be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table VIII 
for Groups 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
The null hypotheses regarding retention of gains for total score 
can be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented for Group 1. 
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Table VIII, further, indicates a significant retention of gains for 
total score after 17, 15, 12, seven and three months. It also indicates 
a significant gain in total score after 19 months. 
The pre-test t9 post .. one test S values of gains, the mean post-one 
test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean d:l.fference, the J:. 
values, and the levels of significance between the post•one test scores 
and the pest .. two test scores on·rate for all groups are presented in 
Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
RETENTION OF READING GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF POST-ONE TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON·DENNY RATE SUBTEST 
E. v,alue Time Pl P2 
Gia.ins Lapse Test Test Mean 







8.5055*** 1,9 428.31 
8.7631*** 17 417.82 
7,2173*** 15 398.80 
6.4633*** 12 380.12 
8.0321*** 7 368.63 
·5.5129*** 3 434.19 
***Significant beyond .001 level. 
tsignificant retention of gain. 
392.00 36.31 1. 8358t 
398.27 19.55 o. 9622t 
378.53 20. 27 0.8304t 
415.53 35.41 l.3458t 
386.37 17.74 l.1445t 
437.31 3.12 0.136lt 
The null hypotheses regarding retention of gains for reading rate 
can not be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table IX 
for Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Table IX, further, indicates a significant retention of gains in 
rate after 19, 17, 15, 12, seven and three months. 
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The Incremental Gains of All Reading Groups Resulting 
From the Effect~ve Reading Improvement Program 
The mean pre-test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean 
difference, the l values, and the levels of significance between the 
pre-test scores and the post-two test scores on vocabulary for all groups 
are presented in Table X. 
TABLE X 
READING INCREMENT GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 




Lapse Test Test Mean 
Group Months Mean Mean Difference t value 
1 19 47.81 55.63 7.82 4.7529*** 
2 17 46.73 54.82 8.09 3. 8222*'1'( 
~ 15 47.93 50.07 2.14 0.9055 
4 12 46.88 50.94 4.06 1. 9731 
5 7 44.84 53.32 8.48 4. 3218'1'(*')'( 
6 3 42.13 52.44 10.31 5. 2976'l'(°l'd( 
**Significant beyond .01 level. 
***Sia;n~ficant beyond . 001 level. 
The null hypotheses regarding incremental gains for vocabulary can 
be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table X for Groups 
1, 2, 5 and 6. 
Table X, further, indicates a significant increment gain in 
vocabulary after 19, 17, seven and three months. 
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The mean pre-test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean 
di,fference, the.:!:. values, and the levels of significance between the 
pre-test scores and the post-two test scores on comprehension for all 









READING INCRE:MENT GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF :MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY COMPREHENSION SUBTEST 
Time Pre- Post-Two 
Lapse Test Test Mean 
Months Mean Mean Difference ! value 
19 39.25 43.25 4.00 1.9215 
17 38.36 43.27 4.91 2.6450* 
15 38.40 43.07 4.67 2.0088 
12 41.65 44.53 2.88 1.2910 
7 36.42 41. 26 4.84 1.9698 
3 37.75 45.63 7.88 4.5100*** 
*Significant beyond .05 level. 
***Significant beyond . 001 level. 
The null hypotheses regarding incremental gains for comprehension 
can be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table XI for 
Groups 2 and 6. 
Table XI, further, indicates significant increment gains in 
comprehension for Groups 2 and 6 after 17 and three months. 
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The mean pre-test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean 
difference, the! values, and the levels of significance between the 
pre-test scores and the post-two test scores on total score scores for 









READING INCREMENT GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY TOTAL SCORE SCORES 
Time Pre- Post .. Two 
Lapse Test Test Mean 
Months Mean Mean Difference t value 
19 87.69 98.88 11.19 4. on 8,'c·k* 
17 85.09 98.09 13.00 5.1756~1c** 
15 86.33 93.13 6.80 1. 8542 
12 88.53 95.47 6.94 1. 9913 
7 82.32 94.53 12.21 4. 2742"'d<•k 
3 79.88 98.06 18.18 5.8977*** 
***Significant beyond .001 level. 
The null hypotheses regarding incremental gains for total score can 
be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table XII for 
Groups 1, 2, 5 and 6. 
Table XII, further, indicates significant increment gains in total 
score for Groups 1, 2, 5 and 6 after 19, 17, seven and three months. 
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The mean, prei•test scores, the mean post-two test scores, the mean 
difference, the! values, and the levels of significance between the 
pre-test scores and the post-two test scores on rate for all groups are 









READING l;NCREMENT GAINS AS SHOWN BY COMPARISONS OF MEANS 
OF PRE-TEST AND POST-TWO TEST SCORES ON THE 
NELSON-DENNY RATE SUBTEST 
Time Pre- Post-Two 
Lapse Test Test Mean 
Months Mean Mean Difference .t. value 
19 233.13 392. 00 158.87 5. 9084*'"'* 
17 282.09 398. 27 116.18 8.0792*** 
15 282.93 378.53 95.60 4. 5263·,bb'( 
12 279.82 415.53 135. 71 5. 6891''-'** 
7 259.05 386.37 127.32 7.0157*** 
3 272.50 437.31 164.81 6. 2321*'"'* 
***Significant beyond ,001 level. 
The null hypotheses regarding incremental gains for reading rate 
can be rejected on the basis of the evidence presented in Table XIII for 
Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Table XIII, further, indicates significant increment gains in rate 




This chapter has pr~sented a det~iled analysis of the statistical 
treatment of the data. The first question was: On tests designed to 
measure vocabularr, comprehension, rate and total reading ability, do 
immediate reading gains accrue to non-school adults wqo are enrolled in 
each class of a reading improvement program? The following hypotheses 
were rejected for the first question; 
1. There i,s no significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test vocabulary scores, This hypothesis was rejected 
for Reading Groups 2, 3, 5 and 6 (see Table II). 
2. There is no significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test comprehension scores. This hypothesis was 
rejected for Reading Groups 5 and 6 (see Table III). 
3. There is no significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test total score scores. This hypothesis was rejected 
for Reading Groups 2, 3, 5 and 6 (see Table IV). 
4. There i~ no significant difference between the mean pre-test 
and mean post-one test rate s~ores. This hypothesis was rejected for 
all reading groups (see Table V). 
The second question was: On tests designed to measure vocabulary, 
comprehension, rate and total reading ability, if immediate reading 
gains do accrue to non-school adults who are enrolled in each class of a 
reading improvement program, are the immediate reading gains retained 
over differential time lapse intervals? The following hypothesis was 
rejected for the second question: 
1. There is qe significant difference of means in retention of 
gains between the mean post~qne test vocabulary scores and the mean 
post~two test vocabulary seo~es, ?his hypothesis was rejected for 
Reading Group 1 and Reading Grou~ 3 (Group 1 had a gain; Group 3 had 
a loss) (see Table VI). 
The third question was: On tests deslg~ed to measure voeabulary, 
comprehension, rate and total reading ability do incremental gains 
accrue over differential time lapse intervals to non-school adults in 
each class of a reading improve~ent program? The following hypotheses 
were rejected for the fourth question: 
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l. There is no s~n~ficant incremental gain difference between the 
mean pre-test vocabul-ry ·scores and the ~ean post-two test vocabulary 
scores. This hypothesis w~s rejected for Reading Groups 1, 2, 5 and 6 
(see Table X). 
2. There is no significant tncremental gain difference between the 
mean pre~test compreheqsion scores and the mean post-two test compre-
hension scores. This hypothesis was rejected for Reading Groups 2 and 6 
(see Tabb XI). 
3. There is no significant incremental gain difference between the 
mean pre-test total scor~ scores and the mean post-two test total score 
scores. This hypothesis was rejeeted for Reading Groups 1, 2, 5 and 6 
(see Table XII) •. 
4. There is no significant incremental gain difference between the 
mean pre-test rate scores and the ~ean post-two test rate scores. This 
hypothesis was rejected for all groups (see Table XIII). 
The following hypotheses could not be rejected: 
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The second question was: On tests designed to. measure vocabulary, 
comprehension, rate and total reading ability, if immediate reading 
gains do accrue to non-:school adults who are enrolled in each classof a 
reading improvement program, are the µnmediate reading gains retained 
over differential time lapse intervals? The following hypotheses could 
not be rejected for the second question: 
1, There is no significant difference of means in.retention of 
gains .between the mean post-one test vocabulary scores and the mean. 
post-:two test vocabulary scores, This hypothesis could not be rejected 
for.Reading Groups 2, 4, 5 and 6, However, in rejecting Group 1, the 
significant difference indicated a gain.above retention (see Table VI), 
2. There is no significant difference of means in retention of. 
gains between the mean post-one test comprehension scores and the mean 
post-two test comprehension scores. '.this hypothesis could not be 
rejected for any reading group (see Table VII). 
3, There is no significant difference of means in retention of 
gains between the mean post-one test total score scores and the mean 
post7two.test total score scores. This hypothesis could not be rejected 
for Reading Groups 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. However, in rejecting Group 1, the 
significant difference inc;licated a gain above retention (see Table VIII). 
4. There is no significant difference of means in retention of 
gains between the mean post-one test rate scores and the mean post-two 
test rate scores. This hypothesis could not be rejected for any reading 
group (see Table IX). 
The third question was: On tests designed to measure vocabulary, 
comprehension, rate and total reading ability do incremental gains 
accrue over differential time lapse intervals to non-school adults in 
each class of a reading improvement program? The following hypotheses 
could not be rejected for thethi+cl question: 
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1, There is no significant incremental gain difference between the 
mean pre-test vocabulary scores and the mean post-two test vocabulary 
scores, This hypothesis cou:J_d not be rejected ~or Reading Groups.3 and 
4 (see Table X) , 
2, There. ;is no significant incremental gain difference between the 
mean pre-test comprehension scores and the mean post~two test compre~ 
hension scores. This hypothesis couid not be rejected for Reading 
Groups 1, 3, 4 and 5 (see Table XI), 
3, There is no sign;i.ficant inc:i:-emental g;iin difference between the 
mean pre-test total score scores and the mean.post-two test total score 
scc;>res, This hypotheeiis could not be rejected for Readin_g Groups 3 and 
4 (see Table XII), 
C:HA.PTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
General Summary of the Investigations 
This investigation examined the eha~ge in reading test performance 
of .non-sahoc;,1 adults who were en;olled in the Effective Reading program 
at the,Federal Aeronauti~s Administration Center in Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa. Three areas of c~mce1;n were inveetigated: (1) the change in 
reading performance from pre-instruction tests to post-instruction tests, 
(2) the change in reading performance over differential time lapse in-
tervals after the completion of .the Effective Reading course, and (3) 
the incremental change in readi~g pe~formance from the initial testing 
to finaL testing. Null hypotheses that no differences existed between 
pre-testing, post.;..one testing and post~two testing were used. 
All student$ who eniolled for the Effective Reading course, who 
successfully completed seve~ or more of twelve instructional sessions 
and who,participa'l:ed in the final retesting, were used for this investi--
gation, Overall, there were six dHferent Effect:l.ve Reading classes, 
Each reading group was given apre .. test, a post.;..one test, and a 
post-.two test on an equivalent forms reading test. The groups, the 
number of students in each groµp who took the post-two reading test, and 
the time lapse intervals from the post-one test to the ,post~two test are 
listed: Group 1, 16 students, .19 months; Group 2, 11 students, 17 
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months; Group 3, 15 students, 15 months; Group 4, 17 students, 12 months; 
Group 5, .19 stuclents, seven mon,ths; Group 6, 16 students,· three.·mont:;hs. 
The testing instruments used were the Nelson-Denny Reading Test 
(!2r.fil ~) and the Nelson-Denny Reading~ (Form&) with an examination 
being made of each vocabulary and comprehension subtest, the total score 
scores, and the rate of reading. 
Summary of Results 
The part of the study that deals with immediate gains indicates a 
strong, though not always statistically significant, upward trend for 
almost all areas of reading skills. The calculated! values showed gains 
in vocabulary, comprehension, total score, and reading rate which 
exceeded .05 level of significance. The number of groups that registered 
significant! values (see Tables II, III, IV, V) in immediate gains on 
the separate subtests make it feasible to conclude that the Effective 
Reading improvement program materially changed the reading performance 
of most adults completing the reading program. These results tend to 
confirm the findings of other studies reported in Chapter II, though 
considerably more significant gains were made in vocabulary in this 
study thanwere reported in other studies. 
The data shows that gains were made in this readin,g improvement 
program, All areas of reading skills indicated improvement, with the 
exception of vocabulary for Group 1. Of the skills emphasized in this 
study, reading rate m.ade the most dramatic ch,anges, but was followed 
closely by the combined influences of vocabulary and comprehension in 
the total reading score. The increase in reading rate agrees with 
results of all the ~tudies of Chapter II. 
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These changes would suggest that reading strengths materially 
improved during the Effective Reading program, and would suggest that the 
reading program as presented at the Federal Aeronautics Administration 
Center in Oklahoma City by Oklahoma State University Reading Center did 
cause substantial increases in the subjects' reading skills. 
The retention of gains portion of this study indicated a significant 
retention of gains for all reading groups in all reading areas, except 
Group 3 in vocabulary. The general trend of retention of gains in all 
reading areas indicates that where gains were made in the Effective 
Reading program, these gains are retained without significant loss for 
the period of differential time lapses covered by the study. The 
tendency to retain reading gains over differeqtial time intervals for 
this study appears to affirm the tenacity of reading skills once those 
skills have been attained. The tendency to retain reading skills 
reported in t:;his·study essentially agrees with findings of other studies 
reported in Chapter II. 
This investigation indicated consistent retention of skills in 
vocabulary, comprehension, total reading score, and reading rate, whereas 
the studies in. Chapte:t" II reported similar gains mostly for rate and 
comprehension, with a dearth of results in vocabulary being evident. 
The effect; of the comoined strengths of vocabulary and comprehension 
was not considered in the literature, but this study indicates strong 
positive trends of overall retention whenever both are considered in 
combination, This introduces the possibility that the individualized 
approach to reading used in the Effective Reading programs provided a 
more generalized increase in reading ability. 
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For the reading skills em~hasized in this study and for the sample 
tested at the FAA., it is feasfble to ccmc:lude, :f;rom the evidence pre-
sen~ed, that reading gains are made in a reading improvement program and 
that .these gains are retaine<;l over (iifferential time lapses,. It can 
a1so be conclt.,1.ded, f:i:om ·the.· evidence presented here, that the element of 
time seems to have little, if any, effect upon the retention of gains. 
Increment gains were noted in-all reading skill$ for all groups of. 
the E£ fective Reading programs. ·. All mean differences showed an upward 
tre~d. Most, though not all, were statistically significant, It is 
notewoX"thy that Group l, frc:,m an.initial mean loss, showed a significant 
increase for voeabulary, 
This investigation indica.ted consistent positive incremental gains 
in voci,.bulary, comprehension, total score, and reading rate, For the 
reading skills emphasized in th::(.s study for the sample tested at the FAA 
Center, it can be concl1,1ded, from the . evidence presented, tha. t incre-
mental reading gains are made by non--sehIDol adults tq.at participated in 
a reading improvement ptogram, These incremental gains appear to func-
tion generally indepen4ent of differential time lapse intervals. The 
one. excepticm is the consistent incliement,;1,l gains of Group l .after the 
lapse of 19 month$, 
Evaluation of c:in. inst;i,tut:Lonal. read:1,ng progr~ is important to the 
sponsoring ins~itution, the institution cQnducting the program and the 
ingividuals within the program. This investigation suggests the need 
for.further resea:t'ch in the .fol.lowing areas: 
1. Stuq.ies designed to study retent;ion of s~ills over.longer 
periods of time, 
2. Studies thJt will show comparative gains of enrollees and 
non .. enz:otlees. 
3. Studies ~esigned to show mQre distinct trends of incremental 
changes over time for the areas ~f emphasis. 
Concluding Statement 
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The res'!;llt;s ef this 1;1tudy are offered as an attempt to aid in the 
evaluation of immediate·and la1;1ting benefits in reaqing accruing to both 
studeq.ts and the spo'fl.soring instit'l.1it:Lol.'ls that avl:l:ll themselves of the 
profes.si~nal services ~i Oklahoma st,te University. It is hoped that 
the results may be qseful in guiding the f~ture direction of others who 
become reading ins~ructo~s iij similar educational~institution to 
gove~nmental~institution endeavqrs, Further, it is hoped that the 
results ot this·study may af;l;ord d:i,;i:-ecti,on to others toward their 
impr~ving ~eading prqgra~s in ~i.milar non~ec~ool adult reading programs. 
Lastly, if PfQtessional tiijS b~tween the eivilian governmental community 
and the eivilian educatienal community have been strengthened also, then 
it is hoped that tqis tnvestigatiQn will have served a useful purpose. 
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DIS?RiaV~ION OF rRE~TEST, POST~ONE TEST, 
A.ND POST~TWO TEST R,AW SCORES ON THE 
NE~SON~DENNY READI~G TEST OF THE 






























DISTRIBUTION OF PRE·TEST, POST·ONE TEST, AND POSTPTWO 
TEST It.AW SCO~ES, GROUP 1, SJ)!PTEM;BER 29, 1970, 
NOVEMBER 4, 1970 AND AJ;?RIL 21 ~· 1972 
Pre .. fest. . Po~t .. one Test '.Post..:.Two Test 
Nel,son ... Denny Nel,.scin-Denn.y Nebon-Denny 


















T R v c T R v c 
60 129 34 38 72 4~0 46 36 
86 309 34 30 74 318 52 40 
80 1z 44 36 80 338 59 36 
96 368 49 56 ;I.OS 591 52 62 
74 l.$8 3+. 34 65 426 53 42 
138 235 70 66 l,36 468 78 64 
91 214 55 44 89 491 64 30 
75 85 55 38 93 327 61 42 
26 177 13 14 27 287 13 14 
90 226 48 40 88 480 63 56 
103 235 44 40 84 327 51 48 
78 257 48 50 98 468 50 32 
114 · 333 64 60 l.24 436 76 60 
83 356 34 32 66 480 45 34 
87 2,57 52 46 98 456 53 38 
122 344 69 52 121 480 74 58 
DISTRIBUTION OF PRE .. TEST, POST ... QNE T'!l:ST, AND POST-TWO 
TEST MW $CORES, GROUP 2, NOVEMBER 13, 1970, 




































Pre-Test J;'ost..,oro! Test Post-Two Test 
~e:ison"'l'Denny Ne1$on ... Denny Neb on-Denny 
Form B Form A Form B 
c T R. v c; T R v c T R 
34 75 371 55 38 93 450 48 38 86 591 
28 88 226 67 36 J,.03 3l.9 59 28 87 319 
28 63 185 50 32 72 319 39 30 69 262 
60 113 327 76 54 130 461. 64 64 128 456 
22 57 262 39 40 79 403 43 38 81 407 
32 61 226 38 40 78 379 43 24 67 384 
50 106 215 57 52 ;L09 403 60 56 116 338 
36 91 338 57 34 91 524 54 46 100 446 
42 85 207 56 46 102 413 61 48 109 338 
50 116 436 83 48 131 475 86 54 140 491 
40 8l. 250 54 62 116 450 46 50 96 349 
; 
•,•',), 
. \ >.\;' 
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DISTRIBUTlON OF PRE~!EST~ POST-ONE TEST, AND POST-TWO 
TEST RAW SCORES, GROUP 3, FEBRUARY 1, 1971; 
MARCH 15, l97l AND APRIL 21, 1972 
Pre,..T·est: . I ·l·I,, PQs1t..:dne Test; Post-Two Test · 
Nelson-Den~y Nelscm ... :oenny Nelscin-:-Denny 
Form B Fo1m A Form B 
v c T R v c T R v c T R 
18 12 .. 30. 250 
.. 
30 14 44 379 22 20 42 426 
75 58 133 309 82 62 144 450 79 64 143 407 
91 68 159 275 91 62 153 356 87 68 155 298 
61 26 87 250 77 44 121 368 71 50 121 338 
79 40 119 396 63 52 115 488 60 42 102 396 
21 26 47 46ij 33 18 51 573 29 40 69 468 
44 34 78 275 55 46 101 413 53 30 83 407 
14 30 44 185 27 44 71. 319 27 28 55 216 
42 42 84 338 46 46 92 461 29 32 61 287 
68 68 136 275 89 48 137 551 80 66 146 426 
29 10 39 195 34 34 68 203 25 20 45 396 
37 28 6.5 289 49 40 89 309 45 26 71 359 
37 44 81 226 38 26 64 327 36 54 90 359 
46 60 106 2,8 63 62 125 335 47 60 107 396 
57 30 87 275 94 44 108 450 61 46 107 499 
DISTRI~UT+ON OF PRE~?EST, POST-ONE TEST, AND POST-TWO 
TEST :RAW SCOR~S, GROUP 4, APRIL 12, 1971 
MAY, .l,9, 197J AND APRIL 21, 1972 
Pre.,)fest1 · . ' .. " Post-One.!est Post-Two· Test ... 
Ne:I.son..,.Denny Nelson ... nenny Nelson-Denny 
Fol;'m B Fo'l:'m A Form B 
v c: T R. v c T R v c T R 
44 . 26 70 24'5 3$ 40 78 238 38 28 66 257 
61 58 119 413 66 34 100 501 72 54 126 438 
57 44 101 214 57 48 105 436 63 60 123 450 
52 56 108 309 50 46 96 396 53 42 95 499 
47 40 87 299 52 44 96 396 53 .50 103 413 
36 40 76 195 46 44 89 359 46 36 82 319 
56 34 90 257 so 36 86 338 58 30 88 438 
37 28 65 356 40 42 82 384 31 41 72 551 
37 38 75 214 46 40 86 359 54 52 106 425 
69 56 125 290 69 52 121 359 64 42 106 403 
41 28 69 277 36 36 72 426 39 36 75 299 
32 44 76 327 3$ 38 76 396 37 48 85 475 
33 46 79 379 37 46 83 501 41 46 87 403 
55 48 103 333 59 44 103 371 55 54 109 309 
41 42 83 235 40 42 82 426 43 40 83 399 
59 40 99 226 63 34 97 238 54 44 98 561 
40 40 80 188 57 44 101 338 65 54 119 425 
58 
DISTRIBUTlO~ OF PRE; .. 1EST, :rost ... o~E TEST, AND POS'l' .. TWO 
TES? RA.W SCORE$, ~ROUP S, SEPTEMBER 20, 1971; 
'.NOV~MB!l lO, 197l AND APRIL 21, 1972 
Pr1,a;,.Test· :Post.,.Qnca-Test Post-.Two 1:est 
Nelson .. Denny NelsoQ. ... Penny. Nelson-Denny 
Form, B- Fcrrm A Form B 
v C. T R v c T R v c T R 
38 . 24· '62 11 tSO I Z2. '37 . . 96 73· 327 37 32 69 501 
52 :sa llrO 338 77 50 125 S2J. 78 S© 128 396 
37 34 71 l.~5 47 54 l.01 379 47 6(!) 107 359 
45, 50 95 327 47 46 93 356 47 4(:) 87 407 
54 48 102 309 68 62 130 413 72 58 130 407 
54 34 88 22(!> 47 38 85 269 54 42 96 298 
35. 20 55· 226 46 28 74 ,309 44 24 74 318 
21 22 43 22(; 31 32 63 356 25 32 57 298 
69 · 56 125 468 91· 44 135 615 81 42 123 707 · 
61· 40 101 2!50 72 52 124 425 57 60 117 407 
29, 28 57 262 59 46 J.05 309 44 46 90 396 
41, 32 73 174 it 32 73 344 42 36 78 426 45 28 93 21, 50 93 333 45 40 85 384 
71 58 129 262 81 52 l.33 391 86 52 138 384 
56 34 90 262 67 22 90 391 65 . 38 103 396 
42 30 72 195 59 44 103 235 63 38 101 226 
29 34 63 238 3Z 38 71 403 33 38 70 327 
19 36 5.5 262 25 38 63 309 37 26 63 333 
54 26 80 287 .· so 34 84 319 56 30 86 371· 
D.lSTRlaUTlON OF ~llE~TESl, POST•ONE TEST, AND POST~TWO 
TES'r RAW SCOR:ES• GROU? 61 JANUARY 24, 1972, 
MARCH 6, 1972 AND APRIL 21, 1972 
Pre ... T'e.st ... Fost.,.One Test: · Post-Two Te-st 
Nelson ... :Q~nny Neleon""l)enny· Nelson-Denny 
Fo;rm B Form A Form B. 
v c . 't R v 0 T R: v c T R 
46 38 · 84 · 250 · 62 40 100 407 53 44 97 417 
70 66 136 349 89 68 157 707 88 70 158 789 
41· 34 7S 216 i~ 42 95 456 61 44 105 309 36 30 66 l.95 J2 74 396 61 54 1;15 309 
15 18 33 185 3,4 20 34 195 19 16 35 · 174 
39 44 83 407 48 60 ].08 6,'39 49 50 99 639 
28 34 . 62 238 30 42 72 238 31 48 79 396 
63 S4 l.17 259 7l, 58 129 436 61 62 123 468 
43 32 75 338 53 40 93 5).,3 48 38 86 571 
40 32 72 371 44 30 74 338 45 34 79 318 
40 4t 86 318 47 42 89 491 · 45 56 101 571 
34. 40 74 238 37 36 73 609 43 34 77 513 
51 30 66 1g5 70 48 ll.8 639 71 50 121 468 
21 20 41 1 5 30 32 62 207 29 32 61 238 
!S it 84 ~g~ 48 42 90 327 56 48 104 446 l03. 71 59 127 349 79 50 129 371 
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